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to 137
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life insurance 39
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unacceptable consequences of 132
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114–15
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insurance considerations 17
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partial regulation
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147
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economic consequences of 148
insurance industry 3, 7, 36, 100
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negative consequences of 106–8
replacing total 78

penetrance 14
single gene disorders 16–17
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inflation, effect of 57
shareholdings 66

pensions, genetic testing and 75
personal information, right to privacy 117
personal insurance

forms of 7
genetic information, restricted access to
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growth of 63
premium differentiation 63
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total regulation, ultimate effect of 147
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high-risk individuals 103; prohibition
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principle of need see priority principle
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total regulation and 118
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criticism of 126
difference principle 126
Theory of Justice, A 116
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regulation
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ethical basis for 101
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future trends 37–8
genetic discrimination prevention 80–1,
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23–4, 28
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insurance industry 3, 5, 23–4
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longer term consequences of 148

Millian view of 116
personal integrity protected by 42
welfare consequences 103
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risk assessment

genetic defects 2
genetic testing 22, 76–7, 143, 148
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Sandberg, P., autonomy, principle of 109
self-determination see autonomy
self-ownership principle 133
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sickle-cell anaemia 14, 44
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Huntington’s disease 14, 112, 114
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social insurance
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social insurance reform 61–2; Germany, in
62–3

social insurance systems
adequacy of provision 149–50
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contemporaneous transformation of 1–2
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trade barriers 65
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